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We give a generalization of the notion of the norm of a linear functional and 
some applications of this generalization. 
1 
The extension of the methods of normed linear spaces to the study of 
convex functionals has led to useful results of convex analysis (for example, 
concerning differentiability of convex functionals, or optimization theory; for 
the latter, see [9] and the references therein). In this direction, in the present 
paper we want to give a generalization of the notion of the norm of a linear 
functional on a normed linear space E to the case when the norm on E is 
replaced by a finite non-negative convex functional f on a linear space E, 
vanishing at the origin (or, sometimes, only at the origin). We shall also give 
some applications of this new notion to the study of extension of linear 
functionals. Namely, we shall show that the Hahn-Banach-Weston theorem 
(see [ 10, 111) on the extension of linear functionals majorized by a finite 
convex functional admits an equivalent formulation as a theorem on 
extension with the same “norm,” and we shall show that there are some 
connections between the extension of linear functionals, with the same 
“norm” and best approximation of linear functionals in this “norm.” We 
shall conclude the paper with some remarks on the notion of “norm” of a 
functional with respect to a convex functional. 
Throughout this paper we shall consider, without any special mention, 
only real linear spaces E. We shall denote by E# the algebraic dual of a 
linear space E (i.e., the linear space of all linear functionals on E). We recall 
that for any convex functional f on a linear space E and any x0 E E, the 
subdifferential off at x0 is the set defined by 
af(xo) = 1@ E E#l Q(x) - Wo) <f(x) - fW (x E El I. (1.1) 
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In the sequel, for simplicity. we shall consider only finite convex 
functionals f on E. 
Finally, we recall (see, e.g., 13, 5 1) that an asymmetric norm on a linear 
space E is a finite non-negative functional x -+ llxll on E, such that (a) 
ll4l=O~x=O~ 09 lIx+~ll~llxll+Il~ll (x,YEE), and (4 Il4I=4xll 
(x E E, a > 0); property (c) is called the positive homogeneity of I( (I. Thus, 
in particular, every norm in the usual sense, that is, every “symmetric” norm 
(i.e., such that llaxll = la/ llxli f or all x E E and a E R, the real line) is an 
asymmetric norm. For a linear space E with an asymmetric norm /I 11, we 
shall denote by E* the space of all linear functionals @ on E, such that 
II @II = suP,EE,llXll< 1 Q(x) < + co. For a locally convex space E, we shall 
denote by E* the algebraic-topological dual of E (the space of all 
continuous linear functionals on E). 
2 
Let E be a linear space and let f be a finite convex functional on E, such 
that 
f(O) =o, (2.1) 
f(x)>0 (x E E). (2.2) 
Then, by (2.1), we have 
Aaf(O)=cY(Af)(O)= {@EE#l@<Af} (A 2 01, (2.3) 
and hence, by (2.2), 0 E A af(O) (A > 0). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let E and f be as above. We shall call f-dual of E the 
set 
Ef = { @ E E#\ 3A > 0 such that Q, < Af ). (2.4) 
Remark 2.1. By (2.3), we have 
,!zf= {@EE#I~A>O such that @EAaf(O)}; (2.5) 
thus, Es is the convex cone (with verrex 0) generated by af(0). Clearly, 
0 E Ef and, as shown by simple examples, it may also happen that Ef = (0) 
(namely, this happens if and only if f is Gateaux differentiable at 0) or that 
Ef=E#(e.g.,forf(x)=(x/onE=R). 
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Remark 2.2. If E is a locally convex space and f is a continuous convex 
functional on E, satisfying (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
Ef={@EE*13A>Osuchthat @<Af} 
={@EE*131>Osuchthat@~El@(O)}; (2.6) 
indeed, if @ E E# and @ < Af for some I > 0, then, since $ is continuous, A. 
and hence also @ are bounded on some neighborhood of 0, so CJ E E*. 
(b) If E is a linear space with an asymmetric norm 1) 11 and 
f(x) = jlxll (x E E), then af(O) = {@ E E* 1 1) @II < 1 } (see e.g., (2.3)) and 
hence Ef = E*. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E and f be as in Definition 2.1 and let @ E ES. We 
define the norm of @ with respect to x or, briefly, the f-norm of @, by 
if @E Ef 
(2.7) 
if @ E E#\E*. 
Remark 2.3. By (2.3), we have 
I 
inf A if @E Ef 
A>0 
IP%= @EMf(O) (2.8) 
+a if bE E”\Ef; 
thus, 9 + I( @ Ilr is nothing else than the Minkowski functional (with respect to 
0 E d)(O)) of the set af(O). 
Remark 2.4. In the particular case when E is a linear space with an 
asymmetric norm (1 . )I and f(x)= llxll (x E E), we have Il@lk= [I@([ = 
SU~,.~,~~~~~~ Q(x) =6,(Q), the support functional of B = {x E E ( l/xl] < 1). 
However, for an arbitraryfwe have only the inequality 6,(G) < II @lb, where 
B = Ix E E If(x) < 1 I ( see Proposition 2.1), which can be strict. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E and f be as in Definition 2.2. Then 
@W%f (@‘=#I, (2.9) 
so in (2.7) and (2.8) we can replace inf by min. Furthermore, if @ E E*, then 
for each E with 0 < E < 1) @IIf there exists x, E E such that 
wd > (II @ llf - E)f(X,)* (2.10) 
Proof: If @ E E#, then either II @J lb= + co or there exist 1, > 0 with 
@ < A,f (n = 1,2,...), such that A,, + 1) @II, < + co, from which we obtain 
(2.9). On the other hand, if 0 < E < I( @II, < + 00, then 0 < I( @ IIf - E ( 11 Cp llf, 
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from which by (2.7), @ 4 (]I @]]f- e)f, so there exists x, E E satisfying 
(2.10), which completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Remark 2.5. For any x, E E as in Proposition 2.1 we have, clearly, 
x, f 0 (since Q(O) = 0 = (]I @ /If- e)./(O), by (2.1)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. @ + /I CD IIf is a “generalized asymmetric norm” on E”, 
i.e., a non-negative functional on E# which may take the value + co, such 
that 
pIJJ[f=oo@=o, (2.11) 
II@, + @2ll.6 I/@I/I,+ IMlf (@, @z E E”), (2.12) 
IlP@ll,=~ IPllf (@)EE#,@O). (2.13) 
Proof: Since 0 E af(O) c Es, we have ]]O]]f= infl>o,osnafco, L = 0. 
Conversely, if @ E E” and ]] @(If= 0, then by (2.9), @ < 0, from which, since 
@ E E#, we obtain @ = 0, which proves (2.11). 
Now let Qi,, Qz E E”. If either @i 6?L Es or Q2 & Es, then ]] Cp, ]lf + ]] Qz ]lf = 
+ co, so (2.12) holds. Assume now that @i, Q2 E Es. Then, by (2.9), 
@I < II @I Ilff, @z G II @* Ilff f rom which @i + Q2 < (I] Qi, ]lf + I] Qz ]],)J Conse- 
quently, by (2.7), we obtain (2.12). 
Finally, let @ E ES, ,u > 0. If @ G Es, then also ,u@ 6E Es, so (2.13) holds. 
Assume now that @ E Es. Then, clearly, ,u@ E Es and, by (2.7), we obtain 
llp@ll, = f?f, A = *info ,d’ =p @Jo A’ = P II @IIf, 
rr@<Af O<l'f @<A'S 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
Remark 2.6. It is easy to show that a functional x-r j]x]] on a linear 
space E, with values in [0, + co 1, is a generalized asymmetric norm if and 
only if it is a “gauge” in the sense of Rockafellar ([7, p. 128]), such that 
llxll > 0 (x E E\PD- 
3 
In the general case, the following property is often a useful replacement of 
positive homogeneity of the asymmetric norm functionals: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a linear space and f a j%ite convex functional on 
E, satisfying (2.1). Then 
f@x)GJiff(x) (XEE,O<L< l), (3.1) 
f(~x)>~fZS(x) (xEE,A> 1). (3.2) 
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ProoJ If x E E and 0 < ,4< 1, then, by (2. l), 
f@x) = f(h + (1 - 1) 0) < J&K) t (1 - 1) f(O) = J&X). 
On the other hand, if x E E and 12 1, then 0 < l/A < 1, from which, by 
(3.1), 
f(x) = f( f (ix)) < ;f(w 
which implies (3.2). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Using this lemma, we shall give now other expressions for thef-norm, in 
the case when f is vanishing only at the origin. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a linear space and f a finite convex functional 
on E, satisfying (2.1) and 
“f-(x> > 0 (x E E\PD (3.3) 
Then 
fw) 
II @Ilr= 2 s(x)= 
@(x) 
2 f(x) 
(@E E#). (3.4) 
0 <f(x) < 1 
Proof: By Proposition 2.1 and (3.3), we have 
(@ E @I, (3.5) 
0 <f(X) <1 
so it remains to prove the opposite inequalities. 
Assume first that @ E ETEf, so 11 @IIf = t 00. Then for each J > 0 there 
exists x, E E such that @(xn) > Af(x,), from which, by (3.3), 
tD(xA)/f(xn) > 1. Now, if 0 < f(x,) < 1, let zJ = x1. On the other hand, if 
f(xA) > 1, then 0 < l/f(x,) < 1, from which, by Lemma 3.1, f(xJf(xA)) < 1. 
Thus, for z* = x*/f (xA) we have f (zJ < 1 and 
@GA) = @ f;A) 
(4 
> A > Af(z,), 
from which, by (3.3), @(zn)/f(zJ > 1. Consequently, 
w4 @(z*) 
;t; f(x)> y$ m=+a =H@lk. (3.6) 
O<fCX,<l 
409/B/2-2 
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Assume now that @ E E’ and let 0 < E < II@ Ilf. Then, by Proposition 2. I, 
there exists X, E E satisfying (2.10), from which, by (3.3), @(x,)/f(x,) ,> 
11 @II,.- E. Now, p roceeding as above, with 1 replaced by 11 Q’J lb - E, we obtain 
(both when 0 < J(x,) < 1 and when j-(x,) > 1) an element z, E E with 
0 < f(z,) < 1, such that @(z,)/f(z,) > II @I/,.-- E. Consequently, 
*(x) 
2 f(x) > o<:%k f(q) ’ -. o~s~~~*~(I/~li/-~)=ll~lI,. (3.7) 
O<f(X)S I 
which, together with (3.6) and (3.5), yields (3.4). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. In the particular case when f is a finite gauge (see 
Remark 2.6), the first equality in (3.4) has been observed by Rockafellar [ 7, 
p. 1281, in the terminology of polar functionals (see Remark 6.1 below). 
4 
Let us consider now the problem of extension of linear functionals. If E, f 
are as in Section 2 and if G is a linear subspace of E and rp E G#, we shall 
write, for simplicity, cf, II q]I, instead of G’lG and flnc, respectively. Let us 
first observe that for any extension of rp to a linear functional @ on the whole 
space E (i.e., @ E E#, ‘ZIG = cp), we have 
IbIG< II@llf~ (4.1) 
Indeed, if @ E E”\Ef, then I] @ IIf= + co, so (4.1) holds. On the other hand, 
if~EEf,thenby~I,=cpwehave0#{~>0(~~~~}c{~>Ol(p~~fl,}, 
from which, by Definition 2.2, we obtain (4.1). 
Now we shall prove that every linear functional on a linear subspace G 
can be extended, with the samef-norm, to the whole space E. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a linear space, f a finite convex functional on E, 
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2), G a linear subspace of E and rp f G#. Then there 
exists @ E ES such that 
%=vP, II @II,= llcPll,* (4.2) 
Proof. Assume first that rp E G#\G’, so I]rplj,.= + co, and take any 
@ E ES such that @IG = rp; it is well known (see e.g. [ 1, Chap. I, Section 21) 
that such a @ exists. Then, by (4.1), I] @]I,= + co = I(‘p((f. 
Assume now that cp E G? Then, by Proposition 2.1, 
P(g) Gllrp IlffW (ge (3, 
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so (PIG G PIG, where p is the finite convex functional on E defined by p = 
]I 9pllYf: Hence, by the Hahn-Banach-Weston theorem (see [ 10, 1 l]), there 
exists @ E E’ such that @lc = 9 and @ < p = ]I 9l],f: Then, by 
Definition 2.2, I] @ lk< ]I 9 IIf, which, together with (4.1) yields (4.2). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 4.1. The particular case 9 E cf of Theorem 4.1 implies (and 
thus it is, essentially, equivalent o) the Hahn-Banach-Weston theorem used 
in its proof. Indeed, if 9 E G” and 9 < flc, where f is a finite convex 
functional on E, then 9 E G’ and II9II,< 1, from which, by Theorem 4.1, 
there exists @ E E# satisfying Cp IG = 9 and (1 @(If= I] 9 lk < 1. Consequently, 
by Proposition 2.1, .@ < II @ l]J < f, which completes the proof. 
5 
Using the concept of norm of a linear functional with respect o a convex 
functional, one can show that there are some connections between the 
extension of linear functionals on a linear subspace G, to the whole space E, 
with the same generalized asymmetric norm ]( . ]k and best approximation in 
E#, in the generalized asymmetric norm ]I . lb, by means of the elements of 
the linear subspace 
GL= {YEE”I!P(g)=O (gEG)}; (5-l) 
for the particular case of norm functionals f, such connections have been 
shown by Phelps [6] and later in [2] (see also [8]). In order to prove here a 
result of this type in the general case, it will be convenient o give first 
DEFINITION 5.1. We shall say that a linear subspace G of a linear space 
E has the unique Hahn-Banach extenstion property with respect to a finite 
convex functional f on E satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) (or, briefly, the jXJHBE 
property), if for each 9 E G’ there exists a unique @ E E# satisfying (4.2) of 
Theorem 4.1 (hence @ E Ef). 
THEOREM 5.1. For a linear subspace G of a linear space E and a finite 
convex functional f on E, satisfying (2.1) and (2.2), the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) G has the JlUHBE property. 
(2) There do not exist functionals @ E Ef and @, , Qz E G’ with 
#, # Q2, such that 
II@--IIl,=II@-%llf= $$Il@- VI,. (5.2) 
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Proof: Assume that (2) is not satisfied, so there exist @E Ef and 
@,, @,E G’ as in (2). Let 
9 = (@ - @Ihi = (@ - @*)lc = @lc- (5.3) 
Then, since @ E Ef, we have 9 E cf. Furthermore, by (4.1), 
II ‘PIIf’ lI(@ - @iJIG IIf< II @ - @illf (i = 1, 2). (5.4) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1 there exists x E E’ such that xlc = 9, 
(Ix~(~= I\9lj,. Then Q, -x E G’, from which, by (5.2), 
II @ - @illfG II @ - (@ -X>llf= IlXllf= ll9ll.f (i= 1, 2). (5.5) 
From (5.4) and (5.5) it follows that 
II@-@J&=II@-@2Il,=II9Ilf~ (5.6) 
and hence, by (5.3) and @r # Q2, G does not have the f-UHBE property. 
Thus, (1) * (2). 
Conversely, assume now that (1) is not satisfied, so there exist 9 E G’, 
@,,@,EE#, @,#Q2, such that 
@I IG = @*I, = 93 II@,lk= II@*ll.f= II9Ib (5.7) 
Then, since 9 E G’, we have @, , Q2 E Ef. Let 
@=@, + @*. (5.8) 
Then, by Proposition 2.2, we have 0 E Ef and 
II@ll,a4II,+ ll@*Ilf=2II9ll,~ (5.9) 
II@ - (@I - @JIG= lW*ll,= 2 lI@*llr= 2 Il9llP (5.10) 
On the other hand, for any YE G ‘, 
II@ - %> [I(@ - ~u>lcll,= lit@, + @dl&= il29ll,= 2 1191b. (5.1 1) 
From (5.9~(5.11) it follows that the functionals 0 E G L and 
43, - @, E G’, @r - Q2 # 0 satisfy 
II @ - ollf= II @ - (@I - @*II,= Iy’E”,fL II @- !% 
so (2) does not hold. Thus, (2) * (l), which completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 
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Remark 5.1. (a) The conditions @ E Ef and (5.2) imply that in (2) we 
must have @ - Qi E Ef (since I] @ - @il]Y= infyrSGl ]I @ - Y]],< ]I @ - O/I, < 
+a), for i= 1,2. 
(b) For @E Ef we have ]IO]lr= IJ@lc]lp if and only if I]@]j,.= 
m%aGL I] @ - PI/, (since ]I @IGl[f= min,,,_ 1) @ - !$, by (4.1) and 
Theorem 4.1). 
(c) A different concept of unique Hahn-Banach extension property 
with respect o a continuous convex functional f on a locally convex space 
(which, in the particular case of norm functionals f, amounts to the 
requirement that every continuous linear functional which attains its norm 
on the subspace admits a unique norm-preserving extension to the whole 
space) and some characterizations of subspaces with that property have been 
given by Holmes [4]. 
6 
We conclude with some remarks related to the notion of norm of a 
functional with respect o a convex functional. 
Remark 6.1. For a gauge f on E = R” (see Remark 2.6 above), 
Rockafellar [ 7, p. 1281 has defined the polar functional f” off by 
f”(Q)= jnl 1 (@ E E#); (6.1) 
@EAf 
since for a gauge f f 0 we have Es # (O], it follows that 
f “PI = II @IIf (CD E E#). (6.2) 
However, for a finite convex functional f on E = R”, satisfying (2.1) and 
(2.2), Rockafellar [ 7, p. 1361 has defined the polar functional f” off by 
f”(Q)= f”,f, ?& WEE+? (6.3) 
cP<1tu 
and has observed that for a gauge f this reduces, by the positive homogeneity 
off, to (6.1). Clearly, in general (e.g., for f(x) =x2 on E = R and @ # 0), 
(6.3) is different from (6.1) and hence from ]J @Iif as well. 
Remark 6.2. One can also define a symmetric norm with respect to a 
finite convex functional f on E satisfying (2.1) and (2.2), by considering the 
set 
E{={@EE#]3L>Osuchthat]@]<u} (6.4) 
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+oO if @E EYE<. 
Then, clearly, 
II@llfG lI@ll; (@ E E#). (6.6) 
In the particular case when (E, I] . 11) is a normed linear space and 
f(x) = b/I (x E EL we have II @II; = II @II, in the usual sense. One can prove 
results similar to Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, with (2.9), 
(2.10), (2.13), and (3.4) replaced respectively by 
@G IPW (@ E E#), (6.7) 
I @WI > (II @II; - &I f(xJ (6.8) 
IlP@lI;=IPI IIW (@ E E#,P E R), (6.9) 
Remark 6.3. One can replace Es by larger linear subspaces of the linear 
space of all functionals E --+ R, for example, by the space Ea = E# + R of all 
affine functionals on E (i.e., all functionals of the form CD + c, where @ E E” 
and c E R). If we do this in (1.1) and denote the resulting set by a,f(x,), 
then, whenever 8f(xo) # 0, we have 
a,f(xo) = af(x,) + R = { @ + c 1 @ E iY-(xo), c E R }. 
Furthermore, clearly 
(6.11) 
Ef,={@EE”]3A>Osuchthat @<Af}#(O}, (6.12) 
and the fact that a closed convex f on E = R” is the supremum of all CD E E” 
majorized by f (see, e.g. [7, Theorem 12.11) can be also expressed in the 
form 
f(x) = w, @(x> (x E E). (6.13) 
llwgl 
Remark 6.4. Let us note, concerning the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2), 
that if f, is any finite convex functional satisfying f,(x,) = 
minxhE fo(x) = c E R, then 
f(x) = u-0 -c>(x + x0) =.m+xo) - c CxEE) (6.14) 
is a finite convex functional satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). 
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Note added in prooj We have shown, jointly with Michael Wriedt, that for eachfas in 
Section 2, 119 11, = (I@ llh, (@ E @), where h,(x) = SUP~~~~~~, @j(x) (x E E) is a finite gauge with 
h,,<f, and we have obtained some results on h,. 
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